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POEM FOR THE GGs

They read that GG stands for “genetic girl”
but, for them, it has always meant “great grandmother.”
What has happened to the world they knew growing up?—
when a man wore a dress, maybe, but underneath 
kept his parts intact.  When women lived with one another
under the cover story that they were sisters or cousins.
The GGs have outlived their husbands, many
of their friends, and are now taking care
of a third generation of little ones.
Melanoma stitches cross the bridge of one’s nose.
The other gives rides, one little boy at a time,
on her walker. The great grandsons love the cane,
snap and attack one another with “The Grabber.”
They make a game of picking up the dead 
leaves and downed branches in each GG’s yard.
When they see a GG carrying anything 
wrapped in tinfoil, they shout “Cake!” 
The GGs didn’t like how brazen their daughters dressed
and now don’t like the way their granddaughters text.
They used to bristle at jean-clad teens in church
but now find themselves also wearing dungarees to Mass.
They’ve given up heels for New Balance sneakers.
There was a time they were shocked by curses
but now find themselves saying, “Oh shit” or “Fuck it.”
And why not “fuck it” when you have lived 
more than 80 years?  Stick shift to automatic.
Black and white TV to virtual reality. Recipes from books
replaced by a Google search.  They’ve survived
diet plans and mastectomies, hernias, D&C’s,
the fad of fake silver Christmas trees. 
They’ve survived recessions, jealousies, leaded paint,
Watergate, family scandals that now seem quaint.
They’ve survived ass slaps from their male bosses
and the guilt of slapping their own children 
which was the way it was done, they say, back then.



They’ve survived Vietnam, World War II, and Bill O’Reilly.
(Please don’t make fun of us, they plead, when he is finally
fired from Fox.) The lawlessness of this new world
scares them—drones dropping bombs from the sky,
drones delivering Amazon packages, police drones
peering into windows. Is there more to fear? Or is it
that they can’t run as fast as they once did?  
They’ve had one man each, both of those men now dead.
One great grandson asks if the GGs are married 
to each other. They have a good laugh, but they will never 
date again—men always want something and their GG bodies
no longer bend in a way that would be fun.
Sometimes the great grandchildren are a little wild
but they know not to ask the GGs to catch the soccer ball.
The GGs are stopped in the breakdown lane,
where no one sees them except for the AAA dispatcher
delivering a new battery with a five-year warranty.
I don’t know if we’ll need it to last that long, one GG
will say. She’s the GG with a genetic girl’s predisposition to joke,
the other GG with a genetic girl’s predisposition to laugh.


